SourceForge: wsbpel4people CVS

CVS has been setup for the BPEL4People Editors SC. The CVS Server is: wsbpel4people.cvs.sourceforge.net. The repository’s path is at /cvsroot/wsbpel4people

For instructions how to access CVS at SourceForge.net see: http://alexandria.wiki.sourceforge.net/CVS+-+Version+Control+for+Source+Code

To access the wsbpel4people CVS as a “developer”, please use the following parameters.

- Hostname: wsbpel4people.cvs.sourceforge.net
- Port: 22 (developer :ext: authentication via SSH)
- Protocol: :ext: for developers (with SSH for external authentication; export CVS_RSH=ssh)
- Repository Path: /cvsroot/hsbpel4people
- Username: your SourceForge.net username for developer CVS access.
Eclipse Walkthrough Example
Here's a walkthrough using Eclipse for purpose of example.

Step 1. Create a New Project – select Project from CVS
Step 2. Select *Create a new repository location*
Step 3. Enter parameters

- Hostname: wsbpel4people.cvs.sourceforge.net
- Port: 22 (developer :ext: authentication via SSH)
- Protocol: :ext: for developers (with SSH for external authentication; export CVS_RSH=ssh)
- Repository Path: /cvsroot/wsbpel4people
- Username: your SourceForge.net username for developer CVS access.
Step 4. Select the CVSROOT